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The second book in best-selling novelist Harvey
Black’s new apocalyptic series – Force Majeure

Following the catastrophic events of Purgatory, the UK has been thrown into
confusion and chaos. As the country is ravaged by ferocious winter storms, food
shortages and outbreaks of deadly disease, survival seems less and less likely.
Some groups carry on, determined to find shelter, food or even just answers. In
London, the Bravo troop head underground, seeking out a government that may no
longer exist. Headstrong Judy leads a group of survivors from the M4 in search of
civilisation and along the way learns the horrific depths that humanity can sink to.
Tom, Andrew and their families are building their new lives in Exmoor National Park
when they stumble into an unexpected discovery that could change everything…
In this chilling, dystopian story of disaster, endurance and human nature,
Harvey Black expertly weaves together the lives of his characters as they struggle to
withstand the hardships of a nuclear winter. Will anyone make it out alive? Should
they even want to…?
About the Author

A qualified parachutist, Harvey Black served with British
Army Intelligence for over ten years. His experience
ranges from covert surveillance in Northern Ireland to
operating in Communist East Berlin during the Cold
War where he feared for his life after being dragged
from his car by KGB soldiers. Since then he has lived
a more sedate life in the private sector as a director for an
international company and now enjoys the pleasures of
writing. Harvey is married with four children. For more
information on Harvey and his work, visit his website
www.harveyblackauthor.org.
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